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FOCUS

Community &
commercial

27,000
STADIUM CAPACITY

120
EMPLOYEES

Bristol Sport was formed with a single
goal in mind: to promote sport in
Bristol and beyond. The organisation
offers access to professional sport
and participation in sport across all
age and capability ranges. Part of a
group of sports companies owned
by Stephen Lansdown, Bristol Sport
oversees the business, commercial
and operational interests of its
affiliated clubs which include Bristol
City Football Club, Bristol Bears
Rugby Club, Bristol Flyers Basketball,
Bristol City Women’s Football, Bristol
Ladies Rugby, Bristol Jets Badminton
and Bristol Sport Racing. Bristol
Sport also managed the rebuild of the
new 27,000-capacity Ashton Gate
stadium, which opened in 2015.
INDUSTRY

Sports &
Entertainment
WEBSITE

bristol-sport.co.uk
LOCATION

Bristol

“The breadth of

ITEC’s Technology
Managed Service
and its level of
support was what
won us over at
tender stage.
- MIKE BOHNDIEK, GROUP TECHNOLOGY LEAD AT BRISTOL SPORT

CHALLENGES

When their new 27,000-capacity
stadium opened in 2015, Bristol Sport
needed a tech partner that could go
above and beyond to tick every box.
ITEC was the perfect match.

CHALLENGES

Managed
Approach
Across
Multiple
Sites

Swapping
9-5 for
24/7
Service

Bristol Sport centres around the
state-of-the-art Ashton Gate
stadium, but there are also several
other sites, including a training
ground and academy. Management
realised that to move forward,
a consolidated approach to all
technology at every site was
needed, from Managed Print and IT
Support to developing new projects
like apps for sports fans. ITEC’s
Technology Managed Service was
the key to achieving it.

When Bristol Sport started its
search for a new tech partner, a true
understanding of how the business
operates and the capability to offer
complete support at every level
were essential requirements.
This meant being able to handle
tech challenges outside of 9AM
to 5PM, Monday to Friday, and
having a skilled team to do more
than just respond to IT tickets.
ITEC’s Technology Managed Service
promised comprehensive, bespoke
support 24 hours a day, seven days
a week, 365 days a year.
“Every other tech partner we looked
at charged for support outside of the
standard 9-5 as a billable extra. With
ITEC, it’s all part of the package” –
Mike Bohndiek, Group
Technology Lead

ITEC, we often had to
“Before
compromise, choosing between

focussing on projects or running
‘business as usual’. We didn’t have
the capability to excel at both.
ITEC has changed all that with their
collaborative approach.
- MIKE BOHNDIEK, GROUP TECHNOLOGY LEAD

SOLUTIONS

Collaboration
Without
Compromise

Following a complete audit, ITEC Engineers put
Technology Managed Services into action at
Bristol Sport. This included a new consolidated
approach to printing, overhauling the existing
system and replacing out-of-date desktop
printers with a fleet of more efficient and ecofriendly fully managed multi-function devices
installed with smart software to monitor usage
and keep costs down.
With staff scattered across a large stadium
and several other offices, ITEC Engineers
worked diligently to come up with a consistent
approach to tech, IT and printing for the entire
organisation. Infrastructure was overhauled
and significant work was done to bolster
the business’s connectivity and security,
as well as putting in place back up plans to
maintain continuity in the event of unforeseen
circumstances. A road map to help the
organisation budget and plan for its future
tech requirements has also been integral.
The key to the successful implementation
of ITEC’s Technology Managed Service at
Bristol Sport has been its strong, collaborative
relationship with the existing IT team and the
wider management.

Going
Above
And
Beyond

ITEC offers so much more than standard IT
or Managed Print packages. Going above
and beyond to deliver impeccable service
both proactively and reactively is all part of
its Technology Managed Service, which is
bespoke to each and every client.
For Bristol Sport, this means having two ITEC
Engineers on site at Ashton Gate full time as
a first line of support, backed up by an army
of tech experts available for phone support
and face-to-face help whenever needed.
This approach enables ITEC to pick up the
slack from inevitable staffing shortfalls due to
holidays and sickness to ensure continuous
connectivity and smooth-running of all tech,
from computers and printers to tills and
screens.
The nature of events – both sporting and
entertainment – that Bristol Sport hosts at
Ashton Gate means there’s no room for a 9-5
mentality. ITEC frequently provides on-site and
phone support at events from 8am one day to
1am the following day, at no additional cost –
and from a skilled, friendly team to boot.
With headquarters in Bristol, ITEC has
been able to add value for Bristol Sport by
committing to deliver a range of communityfocussed projects in line with Bristol Sport’s
mission and the goals of the Bristol Sport
Foundation (BSF).
“The difference between ITEC and other tech
partners is that they want our businesses to be
successful as much as we do. Their dedication to
getting it right is really impressive.”
– Mike Bohndiek, Group Technology Lead

“Working with ITEC has

been smooth sailing from
the start and they’ve met
100% of our targets.

- MIKE BOHNDIEK, GROUP TECHNOLOGY LEAD

VALUE ADDED

Future-proofed

Security &
Efficiency
IMPROVED

24/7/365
TRUSTED SERVICE

Bristol Sport has discovered in ITEC a
Technology Managed Service Provider
they can trust to deliver seamless IT,
printing and tech provision across
the board, wherever, whenever, they
need it.

“As well as driving

forward projects
like fan apps, ITEC
is invaluable to
us for providing
overflow tech and
IT Support when
we need it.
-MIKE BOHNDIEK, GROUP TECHNOLOGY LEAD

DELIVERING THE MISSION

With ITEC as its day-to-day and
‘safety net’ tech and IT partner, Bristol
Sport can focus on what it does best:
promoting sport in Bristol and beyond,
confident that ITEC is as invested in the
organisation’s ongoing success as they
are.
Connectivity has been boosted,
server security has been improved
and efficiency has been made a top
priority to save costs and energy, both
immediately and in the long term.
What’s more, as Bristol Sport’s
Technology Managed Service Provider,
ITEC has invested in working alongside
the BSF to lead on community-focussed
sport initiatives. ITEC Engineers have
additionally used their experience and
skills to create a roadmap that will
future-proof the organization and help
budget for its ongoing tech needs.

“

Just recently we had 30,000 in the
stadium for a Take That concert and we
had a tech team from ITEC on site from
8AM on the morning of the gig to 1AM
the following morning to ensure it all
went smoothly – and that’s all included
in our standard contract, whereas many
providers would charge us extra for it.
-MIKE BOHNDIEK, GROUP TECHNOLOGY LEAD

SERVICE

“We can
count on
ITEC”

The difference between ITEC and other
organisations offering IT Support or Managed
Print is its commitment to create a truly bespoke
Technology Managed Service, with expert support
from an army of technical experts that are
available all day, every day to keep things running
like clockwork.
ITEC is proud of the impeccable level of service
offered to all its clients, but is particularly proud
to play a role in helping Bristol Sport deliver
opportunities to enjoy and get involved in sport
to people in Bristol and beyond.
ITEC and Bristol Sport are partners for the future,
with lots of exciting plans to support the BSF’s
community work and further extend its tech
support.
As Bristol Sport’s Group Technology Lead, Mike
Bohndiek, puts it: “ITEC’s service goes so far
beyond a classic IT support service and they have
been instrumental in helping us succeed.
“When tech issues arise, as they inevitably do from
time-to-time, I have been really impressed by ITEC’s
dedication to doing what needs to be done to get
things fixed, always at the drop of a hat.
“The scope of their service on a proactive and
reactive level is exactly what we need. We
appreciate the regular reports and updates we get
as part of the service and know we can count on
ITEC for a smooth delivery.
“Bringing ITEC on board was a great move for
Bristol Sport, enabling us to push forward with
various projects that we struggled with previously,
and I’d happily recommend them to others.”

ABOUT ITEC

ITEC is your local business technology
expert. For over 30 years, we’ve been
delivering outstanding managed services
and helping organisations smash their
business goals.
Today, we power 3,800 businesses and
organisations throughout the South
West and beyond with full Technology
Managed Services. Whatever your
organisation, we drive you to success
with powerful technology strategies
and partnerships.
MANAGED IT
MANAGED PRINT
MANAGED CLOUD
MANAGED CONNECTIVITY
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
DIGITAL WORKPLACE
MOBILITY
MODERN MAILING
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